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                            Coronis Health Helped Increase Revenue by 7% Year-Over-Year for Health System X

                          

                          
                            The Lab Team at Health System X was looking to understand and improve billing capability. Coronis Lab offered a unique opportunity to provide industry expertise and billing support.
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                            Coronis Health Becomes Part of Our Client’s Practice Fabric for All to Benefit

                          

                          
                            With care and special attention, Coronis was able to up the practice’s revenue while retaining a the local billing presence the client desired.
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                            Coronis Health Goes Above & Beyond RCM Services

                          

                          
                            Some of the expertise we delivered included lowering days outstanding by 22%, ambulance unit hour utilization controls that increased productivity by 30%, increased managed care contracting fees by 25%. Our services go beyond revenue cycle services due to our industry experience and situational awareness of ambulance operations.
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                            Coronis Health Provides Expertise To Reduce Time in AR By 45%

                          

                          
                            As part of our sales effort, we requested to do a targeted auditing of claims to prove our position that expert knowledge in EMS revenue cycle sub-specialty will produce financial results. Here’s what we found.
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                            Coronis Health Helped an Orthopedic Facility Transition from In-Network to Out-of-Network and Lowered A/R

                          

                          
                            How Coronis Health helped one orthopedic facility transition from in-network to out-of-network, decreasing their A/R by $10 million in just four months.
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                            Coronis Health Helped a Pain Management Clinic Keep Physicians Happy and Turn Around Their Billing Service

                          

                          
                            By implementing our new processes, ensuring we were auditing the schedule to charges, and educatingthe staff we were able to increase the practice’s overall collections by 113% and decrease their DRO from 83 days to 25 days which then resulted in significant consistent cash flow.
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                            Coronis Health Helped With A CAH Transition And Massive Turnover

                          

                          
                            We started the rebill project with a 90- day timeline, based on the 8 representatives working 35 accounts per day. Our team exceeded that expectation and rebilled all of the claims in 2 months’ time.
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                            Coronis Health Works With Community-Vital Rural Hospital To Grow 

                          

                          
                            We love the challenge of partnering with a rural hospital who is committed to improving operations, clean claim rate and are proud that Coronis has been their RCM vendor of choice since 2019.
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                            How Coronis Health Increased an FQHC’s Insurance Collections by 28% in four months

                          

                          
                            Coronis Health offers experienced, often more qualified, professional staff at affordable rates. Additionally, they guarantee a minimum level of productivity and are very focused on our ROI and the quality of their work. Within 4 months or so, they helped us reduce our over 90 commercial insurance AR from $2 million to less than $400K, and cleared a denials backlog that was just over a year old. We’ve increased our commercial insurance collections dollars by more than 28% since partnering with Coronis Health.
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                            Coronis Health Coding Resources Drive Revenue Cycle Health

                          

                          
                            The collaboration of the Coronis Health coding and billing staff with our partners at Care Alliance produced significant improvement in the entire revenue cycle. Improved time to pay, increased collections, and reduction in aging are all key indicators of a healthy revenue cycle.
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                            Coronis Health Partnership Freed Up Management To Grow Business 

                          

                          
                            Existing Treatment Facility transitioned from in-house billing and collections to outsource revenue cycle management, allowing them to add a 65-bed Detox facility in Q4 rather than managing the staff that were not performing.
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                            Adolescent Treatment Center Returned to Coronis Health After Twelve Months

                          

                          
                            The grass isn’t always greener. After leaving Coronis Health for another biller, the treatment center returned to Coronis due to our transparency and reporting.
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                            Improving Quality to Attract Top Talent and Increase Revenue

                          

                          
                            The large medical center’s partnership with Coronis resulted in a complete transformation of their anesthesia services. Coronis’ efforts to address the challenges faced by the anesthesia division resulted in increased stipends, income per shareholder, revenues, and expanded services.
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                            Coronis Health Helped One Hospital  Revitalize Its Anesthesia Division with Skyrocketing Revenue

                          

                          
                            With Coronis’ guidance and leadership, the hospital received a $900K stipend and saw an increase in revenue of $872K (13% in the first year) and 53% in 2014. Each partner’s income increased 28% in the first year.
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          More About Coronis Health

        

      
              
          
            Sophisticated private practices know that their most important financial asset is their billed services and accounts receivable. This asset needs to be safeguarded, well-organized, tightly managed, and carefully maintained by a professional team possessing a perfectionist approach to execution, accuracy, follow-up, and timeliness. And of critical importance, practice managers need to remain constantly vigilant and compliant amid the changing chorus of governmental/ carrier billing and documentation regulations and compliance requirements.
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                                Get The Latest RCM News Delivered

                                                
                    Stay up-to-date on the latest in medical billing by subscribing to our newsletter.

We’ll include a FREE guide on six best practices to help ensure your patient medical billing process is efficient, accurate, and timely.
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The information available on this web site is provided for informational purposes only. We hope the information will be useful for you to become more educated about your health care decisions. If you are vision-impaired or have some other impairment covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act or a similar law, and you wish to discuss potential accommodations related to using this website, please contact us at (866) 208-7710.

      

    


  



		
				



		


	